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Abstract 
In a new class of graphs strictly containing the class of almost claw-free graphs, the class 
of quasi claw-free graphs and thus the class of claw-free graphs, we show that if the graph G 
is 2-connected of order n and if the degree sum of any three independent vertices is at least 
n - 2, then G is hamiltonian. This problem was posed for almost claw-free graphs by Broersma 
et al. (1996) and was settled by Li and Tian when n~>79 for another class containing the almost 
claw-free graphs. We also consider properties of matchings and toughness in this new class. In 
the main proof, we introduce a technique of global insertion which is a more powerful tool than 
the usual insertion. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
We consider only finite, undirected graphs G=(V,E)  of order n without loops 
and multiple edges. The connectivity of G and its independence number are, respec- 
tively, denoted by ~c(G) and ~(G). For k<<,~(G), let irk denote the minimum value of 
the degree-sum of any k pairwise nonadjacent vertices. For k = 1, we use the usual 
notation 6(G) or 6 if there is no confusion. I f  A,B are subsets of V(G) or sub- 
graphs of G , we denote by NA(B) the set of vertices in A which are adjacent to 
some vertex in B. For simplicity we adopt N(B) if A = G. The open neighborhood, 
the closed neighborhood and the degree of a vertex u are, respectively, denoted by 
N(u) (= {x E V I xu E E}), N[u] (=  {u} U N(u)) and d(u) (= [N(u)I). If  X, Y are sub- 
sets of V, X dominates Y if and only if Y C N[X]. We shall denote by (S) the subgraph 
induced by S c_ V(G). A claw in a graph is an induced subgraph (a;x, y,z) isomorphic 
to K1,3 in which the vertex a of degree 3 is called the claw-center and the vertices 
x, y, z are called the claw-toes. A graph is claw-free (or belongs to the class CF) if 
it does not contain a claw as an induced subgraph. Throughout his paper, Y(G) or 
simply Y if no confusion arises, will denote the set of all claw-centers of G. Thus G 
is a claw-free graph if and only if Y = 0. 
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The class CF has been extensively studied and many results dealing with matching, 
domination, stability and hamiltonian properties are known. It is then natural to ask 
whether some of these properties remain true with less restrictive conditions. The first 
attempt in this direction was done by Ryjhrek who introduced in [9] the class of almost 
claw-free graphs. 
Definition 1.1. A graph is almost claw-free (or belongs to the class ACF) if Y is an 
independent set and for each u C Y, N(u) contains two vertices x and y such that {x, y} 
dominates N(u). 
Another extension of the class of claw-free graphs was introduced in [2]. For two 
nonadjacent vertices a and b of G, let 
J(a, b) := {u E N(a) fq N(b) IN[u] _c N[a] tJ N[b]}. 
Definition 1.2. A graph G belongs to the class QCF (G is quasi claw-free) if 
J(a, b) ~ ~ for every pair of vertices a, b at distance 2. 
It was shown in [2] that 
(i) every claw-free graph is quasi claw-free, 
(ii) both ACF\QCF and QCF\ACF are infinite. 
Motivated by a question of Broersma, Ryj~i6ek and Schiermeyer concerning the 
hamiltonicity in ACF (see Section 3) and the hamiltonian properties of the class QCF, 
we introduce here a much larger class, called DCT, by a domination property on 
claw-toes. We study in this new class some properties of matchings, toughness and 
hamiltonicity. To prove Theorem 3.3, the main result, we introduce in Section 4 a 
new concept of insertibility. The two general lemmas, Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, appear to 
be powerful tools with a great potential use. 
Definition 1.3. A graph G belongs to the class DCT if and only if UI~<i<j~<3 
J(ai, aj)5~O for all induced claws (z;al,a2,a3). 
Clearly QCF c DCT. It is easy to see also that ACF C_ DCT. Indeed, let G be an 
ACF-graph and (z;al,a2,a3) a claw of G. There exist two vertices x and y in N(z) 
such that at least one of x, y, say x, is adjacent to, say, both al and a2. By the definition 
of ACF, the neighbor x of z is not a claw-center and thus x EJ(a~,a2). Therefore G 
is in DCT and ACF ___ DCT. Actually this inclusion is strict. For instance, the graph 
consisting of two cliques A1 and A2 sharing exactly one vertex u, four extra vertices 
z, al, a2, a3, all the edges between ai and Ai for i=  1,2, and the three edges zal, za2, 
za3, is in DCT but not in ACF. 
We can also note that the search of all the claws of a graph and the verification 
that ~Jl ~i<j<~3 J(ai, aj) ~ ~ for all induced claws (z; al, a2, a3) is polynomial. Hence 
the class DCT is polynomially recognizable. 
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2. Matchings and toughness 
We begin with a very simple property of the DCT-graphs which is useful to study 
the toughness and the existence of perfect matchings. 
Proposition 2.1. Every cutset of a DCT-yraph G contains at least one vertex which 
is adjacent o at most two components of G-  S. 
Proof. Let S be any cutset of G and v a vertex of S. If v is adjacent o three vertices 
Xl, x2, x3 respectively belonging to three different components cgl, <£2, ~3 of G - S, 
then (v;xl,x2,x3) is a claw. By the definition of the class DCT, there exists a vertex 
u adjacent o say, x] and x2 such that N(u) C_ N(xl ) U N(x2). This implies u E S and u 
has no neighbor in a component of G - S different from cgl and ¢g2. [] 
In [10], it is proved that every even connected claw-free graph has a perfect match- 
ing. Theorem 2.2 extends this property to DCT-graphs. 
Theorem 2.2. Every even connected DCT-yraph has a perfect matching. 
Proo£ Sumner showed in [11] that if G is an even connected graph with no perfect 
matching, there is a set S C_ V(G) such that the number of odd components of G - S 
is greater than IS I and every vertex of S is adjacent o vertices in at least three odd 
components of G - S. This proves the theorem by Proposition 2.1. [] 
To study the toughness, assume G is not complete. A noncomplete graph G is t- 
tough (t is a nonnegative real number) if ISI >~to~(G- S) for every cutset S of V(G), 
where tn(G-  S) denotes the number of connected components of G-  S. The toughness 
z(G) is the maximum value of t for which G is t-tough. 
In any graph z(G)~x(G)/2. From [8,4], it is known that z(G)=~(G)/2 in any 
claw-free graph and z(G)>~min{1, ~c(G)/2) in any almost claw-free graph. Theorem 2.3 
extends the last property to the class DCT. 
Theorem 2.3. I f  G is a DCT-graph, then ~(G)>>.min{1,x(G)/2}. 
Proo£ Let S be a cutset such that ]S]/co(G- S)=z(G).  I f  ISI = 1, in which case 
~c(G)= 1, then by Proposition 2.1, co(G - S )=2 and thus z (G)= 1/2. Assume now 
IS I >~2. If  ~o(G-S)  = 2, then z(G)~> 1. Otherwise let, by Proposition 2.1, u be a vertex 
of S adjacent to at most two components of G-S  and S '= S\{u}. Since co(G- S)>/3, 
the set S' is still a cutset of G and co(G - S')>~eo(G - S) - 1. By the definition of S, 
ISI [S'l IS[ -  1 ~< 
co(G-S)  ~o(G-S ' )  o J (G-S) - I  
and thus co(G-S)~<[SI, that is ~(G)>~I. [] 
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3. Hamiltonicity 
The following results on claw-free graphs are known 
Theorem 3.1 (Matthews and Summer [8]). A 2-connected claw-free graph with 
6( G) >>. (n - 2)/3 is hamiltonian. 
The same result has been obtained for almost claw-free graphs [4]. For claw-free 
graphs, Zhang generalized Matthews and Sumner's result as follows: 
Theorem 3.2 (Zhang [12]). Let G be a K-connected (x~>2) claw-free graph. I f  
aK+l >~n - x, then G is hamiltonian. 
In [4], Broersma et al. asked whether Theorem 3.2, with ~c = 2 holds for almost 
claw-free graphs. In [7], Li and Tian answered positively for n ~> 79 by proving that 
the result is true (up to some non-almost-claw-free exceptions) in the class of graphs 
in which the claw-centers are independent. 
We give here another positive answer by proving the theorem in the class DCT. 
More precisely, the main result of this paper is 
Theorem 3.3. Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n in the class DCT. I f  
a3 >~ n - 2, then G is hamihonian. 
Note that a 2-connected graph with 0" 3 ~ n -2  is not necessarily hamiltonian as shown 
for instance by the complete bipartite graphs Kp, q with 2<~p<q<<.2p + 2, or by the 
join Kp + Kq of a complete graph Kp and an independent graph/~q with q > p ~> 2 and 
2p>~q-  2. 
To prove Theorem 3.3, we introduce in Section 4 the concept of global insertion and 
establish some general results related to this notion. In particular the global insertion 
Lemma 4.3 also allows us to obtain Theorem 3.4 and its corollaries. The proofs of 
Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are given in Section 5. 
We first specify some notation: i fX  is an independent set, we set D(X) := {u ~X: 
IN(u) N XI~>2 } and for O<~i<~lXI, S i (X):= {u~X:  IN(u) N X I =i}. Hence D(X)= 
i,..j Ix I S.tX ~ 
i=2  l~, J .  
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a x-connected DCT-graph (x~>2) and Y the set of claw- 
centers. I f  D(X) ~ Y for all independent sets X of x + 1 vertices such that D(X) = 
Sz(X), then G is hamiltonian. 
Note that Lemma 4.3 also shows that if D(X) ~ Y for all independent sets X of 
x + 1 vertices of any K-connected graph G, then G is hamiltonian. 
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Corollary 3.5. Let G be a ~c-connected DCT-yraph (x~>2) and Y the set of claw- 
centers. I f  ~-~u~x d(u)> IN(X)[ + IYI for all independent sets X with x + 1 vertices 
such that D(X)= S2(X), then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Let X be an independent set with k + 1 vertices such that D(X) = S2(X). Then 
~u~x d(u):  LSI(X)I+21S2(X)t = IN(X)I+ID(X)I. The hypothesis implies ID(X)I > IYI 
and thus D(X)~=Y. The conclusion follows from Theorem 3.4. [] 
Corollary 3.6. Let G be a x-connected DCT-graph of order n (x>~2) and Y the set 
of claw-centers. I f  ~uExd(u)>~n + tYI - ~c for all independent sets X with x + 1 
vertices uch that D(X)=S2(X) ,  then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous corollary since n >t IX I + IN(X)b = 
+ 1 + IN(X)[. [] 
If we take Y = 0, we see that Corollary 3.6 is a generalization of Theorem 3.2. 
4. The Global Insertion Concept 
Let G be a x-connected nonhamiltonian graph and C a maximal cycle, in the sense 
of the vertex inclusion, in which an orientation is fixed. For simplicity we use the same 
notation to mean a subgraph, its vertex set or its edge set. For u E V(C), u + (resp. 
u - )  denotes its successor (resp. predecessor) on C. More generally, if A C_ V then 
A + := {u E C[u-  E A} and A-  := {u E C lu + E A }. If u, v E V(C) then u Cv denotes the 
consecutive vertices on C from u to v (including u and v) in the chosen orientation 
of  C. The same vertices, in the reverse order, are denoted v C u. A similar notation 
will be used if we have a path P (not necessarily maximal) in which an orientation 
is chosen. Let H be a connected component of G - C. We know that C has at least 
~: vertices. Let Nc(H) := {dl . . . . .  dk}, k>>.x, where the subscripts are taken modulo 
k. We assume that dl,.~. ,dk occur on C in the order of  their indices and we set 
Yi := d +, P, := d+Cd~l, ei : :  di+lCdi and Ci := P,' U {di+l}. Note that by the 
maximality of C, no path Pi is empty. We denote by diHdj, i ~ j, a path of  length at 
least two between di and dj and whose internal vertices are all in H. 
We define a'relation ,.~ on V(C) by the condition u ~ v if there exists a path with 
endpoints u, v and no internal vertex in C. Such a path is called a connectin9 path 
between u and v and is denoted by uRv, where R : :  V\V(C).  Note that if one of  u 
and v is not a vertex dz, any connecting path uRv is disjoint from H. I f  x,y,t,z are 
distinct vertices of  C such that z E {t +, t -},  x ~ t, y ~ z, then the paths xRt and 
yRz are said to be crossin# at x,y if either (z---t + and tEy+Cx - - )  or ( z=t -  and 
t E x ++ Cy-  ). 
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Definition 4.1. For all i E { 1,2 . . . . .  k}, a vertex u of/],, is called globally path insertible 
(GPI for short) if 
(i) each vertex of yiCu- is GPI or u = Yi 
(ii) there exist w, w + E if, and v E yifu (possibly v = u) such that either (u ~ w, v 
w +)or (u~w +, v"~w). 
Let vu be the first vertex of P/ such that Property (ii) holds, and w~w + the first 
edge (or, if it is more convenient in some situations, any chosen edge) of P,. such 
that Property (ii) holds with v = Vu. The edge w~w + is called the global insertion edge 
(or the global path insertion edge if the precision is necessary) of u and of v, Cu. 
The connecting paths uRwu, vuRw + (or uRw +, v~Rw~) are internally disjoint for oth- 
erwise we can enlarge C between Wu and w +. They are disjoint from H by a previous 
remark. 
Remark. As in [1], we still call here insertible a vertex x of P/ which is adjacent o 
two consecutive vertices w and w + of fi,.. The new concept of global path insertion 
differs from the usual one (see e.g. [1, 12]), which could be called the separate edge 
insertion, in two directions. First, the vertices are inserted by the way of paths which are 
internally disjoint from C but are not necessarily edges. Secondly, a globally insertible 
vertex is not necessarily separately insertible. Lemma 4.3 is stated here in its more 
general form. It remains true in weaker versions related to the separate dge insertion 
(the vertices are inserted one by one thanks to edges between two vertices of C), the 
separate path insertion (the vertices are inserted one by one thanks to paths), or the 
global edge insertion (the vertices are globally inserted thanks to edges). 
We describe now the technique of global insertion. 
Proposition 4.2 (Global insertion technique). I f  u is a GPI vertex of Pi, there exists 
a path, denoted by P(u), with endvertices di and di+l, the vertex set V(P(u)) of  
which satisfies V(P(u))n V(C)= di+lCU and V(P(u))N H---~. 
Proof. Let us consider /gl = U, Vu, and the insertion edge wu, Wu +, U2 = V~, Vu2 and the 
insertion edge Wu:W +, and so on, us = vu,C_,, vus--yi and the insertion edge W~Wu, +. 
The insertion edges WujW~ + are all distinct by the choice of vuj, as close to di as 
possible. Similarly, the paths connecting the vertices wu~ and Wu + to the vertices uj and 
v~, are all pairwise internally disjoint by the choice of the vui's and the maximality 
+ of C. If, running over  di+|Cdi, we insert for each encountered insertion edge w,jwu, 
the corresponding segment vujCu j or ujCvu,, we construct a path P(u) between di+ 1 
and di. This path contains all the vertices of di+lCU and no vertex of H since the 
connecting paths between {v~j,uj} and {Wu,,W~} are disjoint from H. [] 
In what follows, we may insert GPI vertices of P/ in a path different from P(u), but 
always with the same technique. 
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Lemma 4.3 (Global insertion lemma). Let G be a ~c-connected graph, K~>2, C 
a maximal cycle of G, H a connected component of G - C and set Nc(H) := 
{dl,d2 .. . . .  dk} with k >~c. For all i E {1 ... . .  k), let xi be the first vertex on P~ along 
C which is not globally path insertible. Then 
(a) For each i, xi exists. Set X={xo,xl  .. . . .  xk} with xoEH, W,.=V(ygCxi) and 
Wo = V(H). 
(b) For l<~i ¢ j<.k and for any uiEWi and ujEWj, ui 7 ~ uj and there are no 
crossin 9 paths at ui, uj. 
(c) Any set {wi [wi E W/)o~<g~<k, and in particular X, is independent. 
(d) For 0 <~ i C j <~ k, J(xi,xj )= ~. In particular any common eohbor of at least two 
vertices of X must center a claw. 
Proof. (a) If all the vertices of P/ are GPI, then the didi+l-path P(d~+ l) described 
in Proposition 4.2 contains all the vertices of C and P(dT+ ~ )diHdg+l contradicts the 
max/reality of C. We note that for 1 <~i<~k, xi is not insertible, xi ¢d f ,  and if Yi ~d7 
then xi ~ di, 
(b) Assuming the contrary to (b), there must exist a vertex ui of yiCxi and a vertex 
uj of yjCxj such that one or both of the assertions of (b) are violated. Choose ui as 
close to Yi along yiCxi as possible. Given ui, choose uj as close to yj along yjCxj as 
possible. By this choice both assertions of (b) hold for all vertices of yiCu 7 U yjCuf. 
Suppose ui ~ uj and let uiRuj be a path, necessarily disjoint from H, connecting ug to 
uj. By the choice of ui and uj, no global insertion edge of any vertex of yiCu 7 (yjCuf 
resp.) belongs to the path djCuj (diCui resp.). By the definition of the GPI concept, the 
vertices of yiCu 7 and yjCuf can be globally inserted into the cycle diC__ujRuiCdjHdi, 
thus giving a cycle extending C, a contradiction. 
Hence ui ~ uj and there are crossing paths at ug and uj. We may assume these paths 
are u~Rv and ujRv- with v-, v E u+Cuf and thus v-, v E u+Cdj. Again by the choice 
of ui and uj, u 7~ v- for any u E yjCuj and u ~ v for any u E yiCui. Hence v v is the 
global insertion edge of no vertex in yiCu 7 U yjCuf-. The vertices of y~Cu~ and of 
yjCuf can be globally inserted into the cycle djCvRuiCv-RujCdiHdj, in contradiction 
to the maximality of C. Hence (b) is true. 
Note that Property (b) implies in particular that u ~dj for every vertex u E yiCxi 
with j ~ i such that yj ~ dr. 
(c) The proof of (c) follows from (b) and the obvious fact, often previously used, 
that N(u)nH=~3 holds for all uEP~ and for all iE{1,2 . . . . .  k}. 
(d) Let u be a common neighbor to Xg and xj. 
If i=0,  u is necessarily a vertex dr, 1 <~l<<,k, and by the maximality of C, x0 is 
adjacent neither to d l- nor to d +. Since xj is not globally insertible, xj is not adjacent 
to dl- when l = j ;  and by Property (b), xj is not adjacent o d; -= Yt when l :~j. In 
any case at least one neighbor d/- or d + of u does not belong to N(xi)UN(xo ) and 
thus J(xo,xj) = (3. 
Suppose now iS  0. By (b), u E V(C)\(Wg U Wjj). Assume without loss of generality 
uExi+Cdj. If u=dj, then u has a neighbor v in H which is adjacent neither to xi nor 
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to xj. I f  u Ex+Cdf ,  then u + is adjacent neither to xj, which is not insertible, nor to 
xi by (b) since there are no crossing paths at xi and xj. In any case, u q~J(xi,xj) and 
thus J (xi ,xj)  = 0. [] 
In the sequel we adopt the notation introduced in Lemma 4.3. 
Lemma 4.4. Let i, j ,h be three distinct integers in {0, 1,2 . . . . .  k}. For l = i, j ,h with 
l ~ O, let ut be a nonglobally path insertible vertex of  W/(in particular, ut may be xz) 
and for l=0 ,  let uoE Wo. Then for  any mE{l ,2  . . . . .  k} we have 
aco,(u~) + dc,,,(uj) + dc,,,(uh) < IC,,I + INc,,,(u~) nNc,,,(uj) n Nc,,,(Uh)l. 
Proof. Without loss of  generality, assume l<~i<~m<j and hE{0,1  ... .  ,k}\  
{ i , i+ l , . . . , j} .  Set B:=Nc,,,(uj) and A:=(Ncm(Ui))-  if m>i,  A:=((Nc,,,(ui)A 
uiCdi+ 1 ) ) -  U(Nc,,, (ui) f3 yiCuZ ) if m = i. Clearly, IBI -- dc,, (uj). Similarly IAI = dcm (ui) 
since in the case m # i, ui is not adjacent o y ,  by Lemma 4.3(b), and in the case 
m = i, ui is not adjacent o itself. Moreover, A AB= 0 whether i<m or i=  m since there 
are no crossing edges at ui and uj and, in the case m = i, since uj has no neighbor 
in yiCui. 
Therefore the set Z := Cm\(A UB) satisfies IZ[ = Ifml - df,,(u~) - dfo,(uj). We claim 
that Izl >>-Igc,,,(uh)\(N(ui)ng(uj))[. The set T=Nc,, , (Uh)\(N(ui) f)N(uj))  is the dis- 
joint union of  Zl =Nc,,(uh)\N(uj)  and Z2=(Nc, , (uh)AN(uj ) ) \N(u i ) .  We want to 
prove that IZl/> IZt I+lZ21. We first remark that TCNco,(Uh) C_ Cm\Wm by Lemma 4.3(b). 
In particular when m -- i, no vertex of T is in W/. Let Zl E ZI. By assumption, zl E Nc,,, 
(Uh) and zl f~ Nc,,(uj)= B. Moreover, in the case h # 0, the hypothesis zl is adjacent o 
uh implies by Lemma 4.3(b) that z + is not adjacent o ui. In the case h = 0, Zl = dm+l, 
Zl + =Ym+l and z + is not adjacent o u,.. In any case, zl ~A. Hence ZI EZf'3Nc,,,(Uh) 
and ZI C ZNNco,(Uh). Let zzEZ2. By the definition of  Z2, z2 is not adjacent o ui 
and thus z 2 ~A (recall that if m = i, z2 ~ IV//). By Lemma 4.3(b), uh is not adja- 
cent to Ym and thus z 2 belongs to Cm. Finally, since uh and uj are not insert- 
ible, z f  f~ Nc,,, (uh) U Nc,, (uj). Hence z 2 E Z\Nc,, (uh) and Z~ C_ Z\Nc,,, (Uh). Therefore 
IZl 1> Izll + [z£[ = IZll + [z21 and the claim is proved. 
Now, since 
INc,,(uh)\(N(ui) n N(uj))l : dco,(Uh) - [Nco,(ui) n Nc,,(uj) n Nc,,,(uh)[, 
we get 
ac,,,(ui) + ac,,,(uj) + ac,,,(uh) <. ICml + INco,(ui) n Nco,(Uj) n Nc.,(uh)], 
as required. [] 
In the next section, we will use the concept of  Global Insertion to prove Theorems 3.3 
and 3.4. But first we give another example of the application of  Lemma 4.4 to the 
proof of  an already known result. 
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Corollary 4.5 (Flandrin et al. [6]). Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n such that 
d(u)+d(v)+d(w)>~n+ IN(u)NN(v)NN(w)[ for every independent set {u,v,w}. 
Then G is hamiltonian. 
Proof. Suppose G nonhamiltonian. By Lemma 4.4, there exists a maximal cycle C 
and three independent vertices {u0, ui, uj} with ui, uj C V(C) and uo ~ V(C), such that 
N(ut)nX(um)C_ V(C) for all I, mE {0, i,j} and dc(uo)+ dc(ui)+dc(uj)<~lC I + ]Nc 
(uo) N Nc(ui) N Nc(uj)l. Thus d(uo)+d(ui) + d(uj) < n+lN(uo) N N(ui) N N(u/) I, which 
contradicts the hypothesis. [] 
5. Proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 
Let G be a 2-connected graph of order n belonging to the class DCT. Suppose G 
is not hamiltonian and consider the independent set X of order k + 1 as defined in 
Lemma 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The set X satisfies D(X)= S2(X) for otherwise there exists 
at least one vertex a which is adjacent o at least three vertices x~, x2, x3, of X and 
Lemma 4.3(d) contradicts the property of G to be in the class DCT. Hence by the 
second hypothesis of the theorem, there must exist a vertex v of D(X) which does not 
center a claw and is adjacent o two vertices xl, x2 of X. This vertex v is in J(Xl,X2), 
a contradiction to Lemma 4.3(d). [~ 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Under the hypotheses G is a DCT-graph and a3 >~n- 2 of 
the theorem, we restrict ourselves, thanks to the following claims, to one configuration 
which is described in Claims 5 and 6 and studied in the conclusion of the proof. 
Claim 1. For 1 <~ m <j <~ k, there ex&t at most two vertices a, b such that N~o,(xl ), Nc,,, 
(Xg) partition Cm\{a, b}, where N~,,,(Xl) is equal to Nc,,,(xl )- if m ¢ 1 and to ((Nc,,(Xl) 
AxlCd2) ) -  l._J(Nc,,(Xl )N y lCXl  ) if m= 1. 
ProoL By Lemma 4.4 applied with i = 1, h = 0 and ul --xl for l E {0, 1,j}, dc,,,(xl ) = 
IN~,,(x,)l, dc,,(xj)=lNco,(xj) I, N~,,(x,)NNc,,(xj)=(~ and 
dc,,,(Xl ) + dc,,(xj ) + dc,,(Xo) <~ [Cm[ + INc,,(Xl ) A Nc,,,(xj) A Nc,,,(xo)[. 
By Lemma 4.3(d) and since G is in the class DCT, we have Nc,,,(xl)NNc,,,(:ci)~ 
No,,, (x0) = 0. Thus 
dc,,,(x~ ) + dc,,,(XO + dc,,(Xo ~ <. ICmj 
For all m >0, set em = ICm[ - (dc,,,(xl) + dc,,,(xj) + dc,,,(x0)). Summing over m, we get 
k 
dc(x~)+ac(xj)+dc(xo)= Ic l -  ~ era. 
m~] 
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But H being a connected component of R= V\V(C), dR(xo)=d~r(xo)<~lHI- 1 and 
dR(x1 ) + dR(x/) = dR\x(xl ) + dR\14(xj) <~IV\(C U H)[ since xl and xj have no neighbor 
in H and xl 7~xj by Lemma 4.3(b). Therefore 
k k 
d(xo)~d(X l )q t -d (x j )~ l  C] - ~ 8m Jr IHI- ~ + IV \ (CuH) [  =n - 1 - ~ gm. 
m=l m=l 
By the hypothesis on a3, d(xo) + d(xl) +d(xj)>~n - 2. Hence 0~<~km=l em <~ 1, and 
thus 
&,,(x, ) + ac,,,(xj) + ac,,, (x0) ~ {IC~I - l, [q,[}. 
Moreover, the equality dc,,,(xl)+dco,(xj)+dc,,,(Xo)= [Cm[- 1 holds for at most one 
value of m. Since dc,,,(xo)~< 1, the claim follows. [] 
Claim 2. For any j, 1 ~ j  <<,k, the vertex yj cannot have two consecutive neighbors 
z -  and z belong/n9 to a segment ymCdm+ l with m ¢ j. Similarly, a vertex d]- cannot 
have two consecutive neighbors belonyin9 to a segment ymCdm+ 1 with m ¢ j -  1. 
Proof. Suppose yj is adjacent o z -  and z belonging to ymCdm+l with m¢j ,  and 
apply Claim 1 to the segment Cm and the two vertices Xm, xj. By Lemma 4.3(b), z -  
+ - and xmz, XmZ+~ E. The vertex xj being not globally path and z belong to xmCdm+ I 
insertible, x/z-, xjz q~ E. Therefore, with the notation of Claim 1, z -  and z are not in 
N[,,,(Xm)UNc,,,(xj), and by this claim, dm+j ENc,,,(xj) (note that m+l  may be equal 
to/) .  Now, since xj is not GPI, yjd~,+l ~E and thus z¢d~+ l, and dm+ I q~N(xj). Again 
by Claim 1, dm+ 1 E N~,,, (xm), that is xmdm+l E E. If we choose for x0 a neighbor of dm+l 
in H, we get d,n+l E N(xm)n N(xj)N N(Xo), in contradiction to Lemma 4.3(d) and the 
definition of a DCT-graph. Hence the first part of the claim is proved. Changing the 
orientation on C, we get the second part by symmetry. 
Claim 3. At least for one i>0, yis~dT. 
Proof. Suppose the claim false, that is yh ~ d-~ for all h >0. As a first consequence 
we get for all h between 1 and k, yh¢d~+l(modk) by the maximality of C, and 
y+ E Wh since by the global noninsertibility of xh, Xh ¢ Yh. Moreover, xi 7 ~ dj for any 
1 <~i,j~k, by the global noninsertibility of x~ for i= j  and by Lemma 4.3(b) for i ¢ j .  
Hence N(xo) N N(xi) = ~ for 1 ~< i ~< k since the only possible vertices of N(xo) n N(xi) 
are some d/'s. 
Assume k ~> 3 and apply Claim 1 with m = 2 and j = 3. By its global noninsertibility, 
x3 is not adjacent to d3 nor to d 3. By Lemma 4.3(b), x3Y2 ~E. Hence {d3, d 3, y2} NNc2 
(x3) = 0. Similarly, xj d3 q~ E and since y+ 2 E W2, xly + ~E by Lemma 4.3(b). Hence 
{d3,d3,Y2}N(Nq(xl) )- =~. Since the three vertices Y2, d3 and d 3 are pairwise 
distinct, we get a contradiction with Claim 1 and thus k = 2. 
Set S := V\(X U N(X)). Since N(xo ) N N(xl ) = N(xo ) N N(x2 ) = ~, IN(X)] = [N(xo ) U 
N(xl)UN(x2)[ = [N(xo)l + IN(x1 )l + [N(x2)l- [N(xl )AN(x2)[ ~>a3 --IN(Xl ) U N(x2)[. 
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We want to prove that [N(xI )I"-/N(x2)[ ~< ISI in which case we would have IS[ = n -3  - 
IN(X)I ~n - 3 - 03 -t-IS], in contradiction to 0"3 >/n - 2. So we construct an injection 
from N(xl ) N N(x2) into S. Let z E N(xt ) A N(x2). Without loss of  generality assume 
z E Ci. By Lemma 4.3, z Ex~Cd~-. Then z + ~X, z + ~N(xl), and z + ~N(x2)  since 
x2 is not insertible. Therefore z ÷ E S and we get the required injection and prove the 
claim. 
Claim 4. I f  Yi ~ dF for some i>0 ,  then 0 5/=J(yi, dZ) c C\NcCH). 
Proof. Choose Xo E NH(di). Obviously, (di;xo, yi, dZ) induces a claw and by definition 
of G, we must have J(yi, dT)UJ(yi, xo)UJ(xo, d~)¢13. Suppose first J(yi,xo)¢13 
and let uEJ(yi,xo). Clearly uEC and u~di since the neighbor d~ of di is not 
in N(xo)UN(yi). So u E {djl l <~j<~k,j ~ i}. By Lemma 4.3(b), u ÷ q~N(yi). Because 
u ÷ ~ N(xo), we get a contradiction. Hence J (y i ,xo):  13 and by symmetry J(d[-,Xo)= 13. 
Therefore J(d,:-, Yi) ~ 13. Choose then z E J(dT, Yi). By assumption, z E C since Yi ~ di-. 
Furthermore z¢d i  and if  z=dj  for some j ¢ i ,  then there exists X~oEN:4(dj) which 
must be adjacent o either Yi or dr ,  a contradiction to the maximality of C. Therefore 
z ~ Nc(H). 
Claim 5. There exist an orientation of C and a labelling of the vertices of Nc(H) 
such that Y2 ~ d~, the vertex Y2 has a neighbor z in y+ Cd2- , and d~ is adjacent 
to z, z-  and to z + if z + ¢d  i .  
Proof. By Claims 3 and 4, there exists an index i such that Yi ~ dZ and thus 13 
J(Yi, d:~ ) C_ C\{di}l <~i<~k. Let z E J(Yi, d[-). The vertex z is adjacent o Yi and d~. By 
symmetry (possibly changing the orientation on C), assume z E ymCdm+ 1 with m ~ i. 
By the maximality of C, z ~dm+ 1. By Lemma 4.3(b), z ~ Ym and thus z -  E ymCdm+ 1. 
By Claim 2, z -  and z + are not adjacent o Yi, and since zEJ(yi,  dT), d~ is adjacent 
to z, z - ,  and to z + if z +Cdm+ j. By the second part of Claim 2, m=i -  I. We can 
now choose the labelling of the dh's such that i = 2 and thus m = 1. 
Clearly, we can also choose as in Claim 6 the orientation of C and the labelling of 
the vertices of Nc(H) in such a way that d~ has a neighbor z E y+Cd 3-  and Y2 is 
adjacent o z, z +, and z -  if  z -  ¢ Y2. 
Claim 6. k = 2. 
Proof. Suppose k>~3 and orient C so that zEJ(d~,y2) is in y+Cdf-.  As in the 
proof of  Lemma 4.4, define A :=N~(x l ) ,  B:=Nc:(x3). Recall that Y2 is adjacent o 
z+,z,z - (possibly z -  = Y2) and d~ is adjacent o z. By Lemma 4.3(b), the vertex xl 
is not adjacent o z or z - .  Suppose xl adjacent o z ~ and let tl be the first vertex of 
Yl CXl adjacent o z +. The insertion edges of  the vertices of  Yl Ct~, i f  any, are not 
dzd2 which is an edge of Ci, nor zz + by the choice of  tl. Hence these vertices can 
be inserted into the cycle dlCz+qCd~zCd2Hdl, in contradiction to the maximality of 
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C. Therefore xtz + 6E and z,z ,z ~A. Similarly, by Lemma 4.3(b), the vertex x3 
is not adjacent o z, z - ,  nor to z - -  if z - -#d2.  Therefore z,z-f~B and if z#yf ,  
then z - -  ~ B. 
If  z # y~-, the three distinct vertices z, z , z of C2\(A U B) contradict Claim 1. 
If  z = y+, we contradict Claim 1 with the three vertices z, z -  and z + of Cl. For this 
we have to prove that xtz ++ ~E and x3z + ~E. Suppose first xl adjacent o z ++ and 
let wt be the first vertex of Yt Cxt adjacent o z ++. The insertion edges of the vertices 
of Yl Cw~-, if any, are not d~d2, y2z by Lemma 4.3(b) nor z+z ++ by the choice of 
wt. Hence these vertices can be inserted into the cycle dtCz++wl Cd~zz+y2d2Hdj, in 
contradiction to the maximality of C. Suppose now x3 adjacent o z + and let w3 be 
the first vertex of y3Cx3 adjacent o z + or to d2. I f  w3 is adjacent o z +, the insertion 
edges of the vertices of y3Cw 3, if any, are not d~d2 nor zz + and these vertices can be 
inserted into the cycle d3Cz+w3Cd~zCd2Hd3, a contradiction. If w3 is adjacent o d2, 
the insertion edges of the vertices of y3Cw3, if any, are not d2d2, d2y2 nor zz + and 
these vertices can be inserted into the cycle d3Cz+y2zd~Cw3d2Hd3, a contradiction. 
Therefore z, z - ,  z + are in C2\(A UB), which contradicts Claim 1 and achieves the 
proof of Claim 6. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (conclusion). For the remaining, we assume that for every 
maximal cycle C and for every connected component H of G - C, ]Nc(H)I --- 2 holds 
and G contains the particular configuration described in Claim 5. Also assume, for 
convenience that z E Xl Cd~. 
Consider a maximal cycle C I containing the vertices of dlHdzCzy2Cdi and the 
insertible vertices (if any) of ylCx~-. The set Q1 := (G-  C ~) NxlCz- is not empty by 
the maximality of C. Let al be any vertex of Qt and Lt the connected component 
of G - C' containing at. Since 1Nc,(Lt)[ ---- 2, d(al) ~< [Ltl + 1. We note that no path 
internally vertex disjoint from C t has an endvertex at al and the other in C\dtCz 
for otherwise we would have [Nc,(Lt)] ~>3. It follows in particular that z -  C C ~ and 
thus z - :#xt  since Qt #0,  and that Lj n i l - -0 .  So L1 consists of a subset of ylCZ-- 
containing al and possibly a subset Rt of vertices of V\(C t3 H). 
Similarly consider a maximal cycle C" containing the vertices of dlHd2y2zCd~z- 
__Cdt. Let a2 be a vertex of the nonempty set Q2 :-- (G - C") N y~Cd~, and L2 the 
connected component of G - C" containing a2. We have d(a2) ~ ]L2] + 1, and since 
]Nc,,(L2)[ --- 2, the sets L2 and H are disjoint. The set L2 consists of a subset of y~Cd~- 
containing a2 and possibly a subset R2 of vertices of V\(C O H). Moreover, because of 
]Nc,(L1)] =2,  there is no path internally disjoint from C between a2 (which belongs 
to C') and al. Thus Lt f-lL2=0 and the two vertices at and a2 are independent. 
Therefore Inl + ]Lt I + IL2I <~]V\C] + ]Ql t + ]Q21 and the three pairwise independent 
vertices xo, al, a2 satisfy 
d(xo)+ d(al )+ d(a2)< [H I + 1 + ILl 1+ 1 + IZ21+ 1 .< n - IC I  + loll + I Q21 + 3. 
But dl, z- ,z,  d 2, d2, y2 are six distinct vertices of C\(Q1 u Q2). Hence [C[ -  IQtl-IQ2I 
>~ 6 and d(xo) + d(at) + d(a2) ~< n - 3, contrary to the hypothesis a3 (G) ~> n - 2. 
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Therefore the initial assumption G is not hamiltonian is false and the theorem is 
proved. [] 
Addendum. Recently, Favaron et al. proved that every k-connected DCT graph of order 
n with k >~ 1 and n - k odd is (k - 1 )-factor-critical (i.e. G - X has a perfect matching 
for every set X of k - 1 vertices of G). 
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